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Summary Part 1 The narrator opens with the idea that some people are born monsters. While some are
monstrous physically, others are monstrous morally. Cathy Ames was a moral monster. She also learned to lie
expertly, never getting caught. Since Cathy was an only child, her mother did not suspect her strangeness,
even though her father judged her to be different. Part 2 One spring morning, Mrs. Ames heard a giggle in the
carriage house at the back of the house. She went to the door and flung it open. Cathy lay on the ground tied
up by the hands, her clothing bunched up around her waist. Two boys were kneeling over her. Cathy refused
to talk about the incident. A doctor examined her and found nothing had been done to harm her, but he told
Mrs. Ames something could have happened if she had not come upon them at the moment she did. Ames got
the town in an uproar over the incident, and the boys were severely whipped and sent to a house of correction.
They swore their innocence, saying that they had not tied her hands, but no one believed them. Ames was
suspicious about Cathy always finding things, like purses and money; but he remained silent. When Cathy
found a silver cross with red stones, her father advertised it in the Lost and Found of the newspaper, but no
one ever claimed it. Part 3 Cathy was a pretty girl and a good student. She finished the eight grades of
grammar school with a good record and expressed a desire to go to high school. Her parents were pleased by
her choice, for they had few funds to provide Cathy with a dowry for marriage. When he was not accepted, he
became dejected and depressed and often wandered in the hills. He claimed he was ill so he would not have to
teach. One night Grew came to see Mr. Ames, but he would not speak to him. He told the teacher to come and
see him the next day at the tannery. Ames asked who was at the door, her husband lied and said it was some
drunk. He had shot himself in the head. Ames quizzed her husband about the drunken man at the door and
asked if it was perhaps Mr. Ames insisted it was a stranger, Cathy smiled. She then told her mother that
supposedly Mr. Grew had problems in Boston. Part 4 After her sixteenth birthday, Cathy changed so much
that her mother felt like she was a stranger. One morning when her mother called her, she refused to get up
and go to school. When her mother insisted that she get up, Cathy would not budge. Since she was reading
Alice in Wonderland, Cathy told her mother she could get so small that her mother would not be able to see or
find her. Ames lectured Cathy, but he could tell his words were having no effect on her. The next morning
Cathy was not in her room, as expected. Ames checked all around town for her and found out from the
railroad station manager that she had taken a train to Boston. He followed her to Boston, located her, and
brought her back home the same night. Ames was so upset with her daughter that she insisted that her husband
beat Cathy. He obeyed, but when Cathy cried out and begged for him to stop, he lessened the severity of his
blows. After the beating, Cathy seemed contrite. Ames decided that she needed more discipline.
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Part One, Chapters 6â€”11 Summary: Charles takes over the job of running the Trask farm in Connecticut,
living alone and visiting prostitutes twice a month. One day, Charles cuts his forehead badly while moving a
large boulder from his yard. Ultimately, he develops an ugly, dark scar on his face. Adam is discharged from
the Army in but soon realizes that he misses life in the Army and decides to enlist again. He is sent to
Washington, where he encounters Cyrus, now dressed in fine clothing and fitted with a fancy prosthetic leg.
Cyrus tells Adam that he could get Adam into the military academy at West Point, but Adam insists that he
just wants to go back to his old regiment. Charles is crushed when Adam does not return to the farm. After a
year and several letters, Adam succeeds in reestablishing contact with his brother. The two never have much in
common, however, which makes their relationship difficult. Chapter 7 After five years fighting in campaigns
against Native Americans in the west, Adam again is discharged from the Army. As he slowly makes his way
across the country back to the farm in Connecticut, he slips into a life as a drifter and is eventually arrested for
vagrancy and placed on a chain gang. Charles is shocked to learn that Cyrus had so much money and wonders
how Cyrus could have made it honestly. Charles tells the telegraph officer to ask Adam what present he gave
his father before enlisting in the Army. When Adam arrives at home, he is somewhat surprised to find that he
no longer feels intimidated by Charles. The brothers discuss their father and their inheritance. Adam says that
he and Charles should travel to California with the money, but only after building a memorial to their father.
Chapter 8 I believe there are monsters born in the world to human parents. The face and body may be perfect,
but if a twisted gene or a malformed egg can produce physical monsters, may not the same process produce a
malformed soul? See Important Quotations Explained Despite her innocent, childlike appearance, Cathy Ames
is morally reprehensible from her earliest years. She is manipulative and selfish and learns to use her sexuality
to hurt others. Later, Cathy has a mysterious involvement with her Latin teacher that leads to his suicide.
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Chapter 8 introduces Cathy Ames, the female character that Steinbeck deems a natural born "monster." It is his
contention that some people in the world are born with malformed minds in just.

Although he experienced initial distrust from his California neighbors, in time, he won their hearts. Although
they never achieve wealth, the Hamilton family never goes hungry. The family consists of four boys: Liza, the
mother has a will of iron. Adam joins the army, Cyrus moves to Washington D. He has an accident which
results in a large dark brown scar which embarrasses him and makes him more reclusive and lonely. Although
discharged, Adam cannot stand the idea of returning home and after he re-enlists his father sends for him. He
finds Cyrus living luxuriously with a new prosthetic leg. Cyrus attempts to convince Adam to enter West Point
but Adam returns to his old regiment. After his final discharge, Adam still cannot return to the Connecticut
farm and happily wanders around the country as a hobo until he is arrested for vagrancy and placed on a chain
gang. The brothers discuss their inheritance which Charles believes is ill-gained. His father lied about his past
as an Army hero. Adam suggests they leave Connecticut and go to California. Cathy Ames makes her
appearance in chapter eight. Although she looks like an angel with a lovely face and hair of gold, she is full of
guile, unfeeling and without guilt. An only child, her parents adore her. She demonstrates an uncanny ability
to lure men sexually. When she is twelve, she ensnares a group of teenage boys in a sexual peccadillo just to
see them suffer punishment. A teacher commits suicide after an involvement with her. Despite their windfall
inheritance, the brothers are socially inept and miserable. Although Adam represents the slain Abel, it is he,
instead of his brother Charles Cain , who wanders the earth after his dismissal from the company of man by
God. Cathy Ames, whose "aims" are pure evil, clearly represents Satan. Unfeeling, uncaring whatsoever, she
tempts people sexually, and brings pain to everyone she encounters.
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East Of Eden Teen Fiction Holly, an 18 year old fed up teen doesn't want to live a simple life by going to school
everyday, not being loved by the one she loves, and doesn't want any responsibility.

Chapters In the beginning of East of Eden, before introducing his characters, John Steinbeck carefully
establishes the setting with a description of the Salinas Valley in Northern California. As a youngster, the
narrator learns to tell east from the bright Gabilan Mountains and west from the dark Santa Lucias Mountains.
The weather there is cyclic: Historically, the valley was settled first by "lazy" Indians, followed by the
"greedy" Spanish and finally the "even greedier" Americans. Very prolific, they work hard to raise their nine
children. Liza is stern but good-hearted. Had their land been fertile, they would have been rich. As a child in
Connecticut, Adam lived with his devilish father Cyrus Trask-a one- legged syphilitic Civil War veteran-his
affectionate stepmother Alice, who was a timid young woman intent on hiding her tuberculosis, and a cruel
younger half-brother named Charles. His own mother commits suicide after learning Cyrus has infected her
with syphilis. Cyrus creates a package of lies about his heroic role in the Civil War by studying military
strategy and is so convincing that when he moves to Washington D. Adam and Charles experience a difficult
childhood. Although Alice never smiles in public, Adam one day discovers his stepmother smiling by herself
and secretly leaves her presents that she mistakenly believes are from her son Charles. Charles feels deep
resentment toward Cyrus for ignoring his birthday present, a valuable German knife, and for valuing instead
the stray puppy given him by Adam. Jealousy overcomes Charles and he savagely beats his brother and leaves
him close to death on the side of the road. Cyrus goes after Charles with a shotgun but in time settles down.
While Adam is recuperating, Cyrus enlists him in the Army. Analysis At the beginning, Steinbeck sets up the
Biblical metaphor of good vs. Evil is represented in the form of the Santa Lucias Mountains to the west and
contrasted with light "good" welcoming Gabilan Mountains to the east. Here, both the Hamilton and Trask
families are introduced. Although the happy Hamilton family is fertile, ultimately containing nine children,
they live on the poorest, driest most barren land. On the other hand, the Trask family, which lives on the
richest most fertile land, is small and almost sterile. Samuel Hamilton and Cyrus Trask represent two biblical
patriarchs, Samuel the archetypal force for goodness- loving, healthy, and passionate about education-and
Cyrus, a force for evil-hateful, diseased and a liar. This original incidence of sibling rivalry is mirrored
throughout the novel.
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Chapter 12 Themes and Colors Key LitCharts assigns a color and icon to each theme in East of Eden, which
you can use to track the themes throughout the work. When they go to look outside they see a dirty, bloodied
woman lying helpless on their porch. Charles worries how it will look if two brothers are discovered with a
bloodied woman in their house, but Adam insists that Charles call the doctor and carries the woman who the
reader can assume is Catherine to bed. Adam cares for her passionately, and protects her from the invasive
questioning of Charles and the doctor. Adam, whom we have already seen struggling with seeing the bad in
people, cannot see the bad in Catherine. Charles, on the other hand, is more uneasy around her. Whatever
Catherine has inside of her is something that Charles our current figure for Cain also has inside of him. Active
Themes As Cathy starts to get better, Charles begins to mistrust her more and more. In a private conversation
when Adam is out of the room, he tells her there is something off about her; Charles believes she is the devil.
This frightens herâ€”Charles is manipulative just like she is. What does it mean to be a devil, and if Catherine
is the devil, is the devil something that exists within all of us? Questions like these will inform much of the
rest of the novel. Adam insists that Charles cannot make her leave; then, in a moment of shining passion, he
proposes. Five days later, Adam tells Charles that he and Cathy are married. Adam responds that they are
moving to California anyway. Adam is so blinded by his goodness, optimism, and love that he marries Cathy.
Their marriage is an almost perfect fusion of too much goodness and too much badness. From its inception the
Trask marriage is presented as a struggle between good and evil, with faults and failings on both sides. He
assumes she is as enthusiastic as he is. That night, Cathy drugs him with her pain medications and he falls into
a heavy sleep. While he is unconscious, she goes into Charles room. Catherine drugs him into a deep sleep,
but in a sense Adam was already sleepwalking through lifeâ€”he lives and loves as if in a dream. Cite This
Page Choose citation style: Retrieved November 9,
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A summary of Part One, Chapters in John Steinbeck's East of Eden. Learn exactly what happened in this chapter,
scene, or section of East of Eden and what it means. Perfect for acing essays, tests, and quizzes, as well as for writing
lesson plans.

Ruddy, a human being He had formed. It was a separate plot of ground, fenced off from the rest of Eden, and
planted with trees and herbs that were of choicer kinds, more fit for food, and more beautiful in foliage and
blossom, than elsewhere. The word Paradise, usually applied to it, is a Persian name for an enclosed park, such
as the kings of Persia used for hunting. The name "Eden," that is, pleasure-ground, occurs elsewhere, but for
regions not identical with that in which the paradise was situated 2Kings Of its site no certain conclusions
have been established, and probably the flood so altered the conformation of the ground as to make the
identification of the four rivers impossible. But there can be no doubt that an eastern district of Asia is meant,
and that the details at the time the narrative was written were sufficient to indicate with sufficient clearness
where and what the region was. The rendering of several versions in the beginning instead of eastward is
untenable. Pulpit Commentary Verse 8. In anticipation of his arrival, it was needful that a suitable abode
should be prepared for his reception. And the Lord God Jehovah Elohim planted - i. Hedenesh, or Heden, the
birthplace of Zoroaster - Kalisch. The word is not merely descriptive of the beauty and fertility of the garden
paradisus voluptatis, Vulg. On the ground of possessing similar qualities, other districts and places were
subsequently termed Edens: In the mean time it is simply noted that, this enchanting paradise having been
specially prepared by Jehovah, there he put the man Adam whom he had formed. Matthew Henry
Commentary 2: The better we take up with plain things, and the less we seek things to gratify pride and
luxury, the nearer we approach to innocency. Nature is content with a little, and that which is most natural;
grace with less; but lust craves every thing, and is content with nothing. No delights can be satisfying to the
soul, but those which God himself has provided and appointed for it. Eden signifies delight and pleasure.
Wherever it was, it had all desirable conveniences, without any inconvenience, though no other house or
garden on earth ever was so. It was adorned with every tree pleasant to the sight, and enriched with every tree
that yielded fruit grateful to the taste and good for food. When Providence puts us in a place of plenty and
pleasure, we ought to serve God with gladness of heart in the good things he gives us. Eden had two trees
peculiar to itself. There was the tree of life in the midst of the garden. Of this man might eat and live. Christ is
now to us the Tree of life, Re 2: There was the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, so called because there
was a positive revelation of the will of God about this tree, so that by it man might know moral good and evil.
It is good not to eat of this tree. It is evil to eat of this tree. In these two trees God set before Adam good and
evil, the blessing and the curse.
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I want to thank every reader and every single reviewer. I love you all. I also became kind of addicted to
writing HP fics, especially sad ones. Special thanks to Darkwing, who was beta-ing most of my chapters. Only
this one went up without having been under her critical eye. There is a good chance of prequels, sequels or just
totally unrelated fics. Instantly he was ashamed of his rudeness towards the Headmaster. I lied to protect
Severus, and I never felt sorry for it. He has repaid me fully since then. You might find it hard to believe, but
he is the best Head Slytherin has ever had. You know, too many of my former pupils already fill the cells of
Azkaban. Deep in thought he continued: We talked about the crimes he committed as a Death Eater until
sunrise. He confessed that some of the accusations you heard were true. Others were made up by Rookwood to
make sure he would be found guilty by the jury. He has placed himself outside of every community. And in
the Gryffindor dominated wizarding community he will never be fully accepted. He lives in a hell of his own
making, mistrusting each and everybody. You know the way, Harry. But if you do not do what is right, sin is
crouching at your door; it desires to have you, but you must master it. Today you are driving me from the land,
[ Your review has been posted.
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ParanormalLove Edeline was just following the nature that compelled her, but a horrible fate was sealed the
day she was born. Twenty years later, she comes to find that this was not the new beginning she hoped it
would be. Rejected by her family, she must decide whether to face life as the black sheep and stay with her
beloved twin or realize a life she never knew existed. No one moved, breathed, or even blinked. Time was
frozen, so absolutely still that she perked her ears to listen for the quiet ticking of the clock in the kitchen. Sure
enough, it was there. Topaz gazes glimmered at her, unseeing. The source of this control was Renesmee. He
had to be here for her, support her, encourage her and be there as a comfort. She needed him to get through
this. Her chest was heavy, her lungs aching as she continued to hold her breath and it was his hand curling
around hers that expelled a sigh from her lips. While it had been before their relationship had blossomed, the
mere thought of another person putting their filthy, vile hands on his one true love nearly pushed him over the
edge. He wanted to rip something apart, punch a wall, sate this blood-thirsty desire for vengence. He turned
his neck, stretching the muscles as if it would relax the tension that was born from his discomfort. A moment
of silence passed as Renesmee considered her words. He held her tight in his embrace, rubbing smooth circles
over her back. Bella shared a remorseful look with Edward, before each person at the table exchanged a
glance; there was only one thing they could say. Bella stood and approached her daughter, kneeling before her.
Turning her head to face judgement, bronze affliction met saffron compassion. Renesmee felt a new wave of
tears fill her eyes, but it was relief that flooded her heart. Renesmee killed someone in a drunken blood lust, as
punishment she received hugs and kisses. Eden killed someone as an ignorant child and as punishment, was
locked away in a basement for twenty years. Eden knew what Ness did and knew how they would handle it,
but how did she have them figured out after such a short time in their presence? She was wise beyond her
years, only to grow more intrinsically educated. He heard what happened moments before, the story and the
response. As a man born in that common reality, he thought it odd that he found strong-willed independence
fascinating and felt it held more substance than an easily placated flower. Intelligence over loveliness was
uncommon, but he had found loveliness was a mirage that only lasted until the pretty lips began to bore him
every time they attempted to elicit excitement. With Eden, he colored himself a man of extreme karma. She
had more to offer than just her exquisite beauty, something he had originally thought to say so much of a
person and yet, it said nothing of her. Who she was was thicker than skin, buried so deep within her and
completely apart of everything that made her an individual, one that had distracted him time and time again.
Never in his life had he been so content and felt such completeness in his heart. Of all things he expected of
his assignment, finding someone so perfectly crafted for him had not been on the list. He wondered briefly if
he had found his mate, but brushed the thought aside. Such notions would tie him to an expectation and
something he learned about Eden was that she never did what you would expect. Quite the opposite, and by
lord, he admired her all the more for it. His gaze wandered to look at the beauty beside him, his eyes caressing
her pearl complexion. Though beads of rain dripped down her cheeks, dampening her clothes, and her
shoulders were worn down from heavy burdens, she glimmered like an angel under the pale sigh of the fading
sun. The immortal man was left breathless by her enchantment. Feeling the weight of his wonder, Eden met
his eye. Truly interested in what he was thinking, she attuned her senses to the quiet hum she felt within. She
expected to hear his thoughts, or see what he saw as he gazed at her, but instead, the world turned to gray
around them; she saw only him and what he felt in brilliant colors. She saw him surrounded by a lavender
cocoon of serenity, painted with peach thrashes of admiration, soft violet-colored fondness, and lined with
silver thoughtfulness. She could smell his loam complacency, and was refreshed by the taste of his cool
satisfaction. When he smiled at her, his colors gleamed brighter, the radiance stealing her breath. She smiled
back when she realized that he was just as tangled in her as she was in him. Your review has been posted.
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When Saki is questioned by police after she throws a coin in the grounds of the White House , he helps her out
and she gives him her coat to thank him. When he makes his first call, a female voice claiming to be "Juiz"
answers. She sends him a map that marks an apartment building where he is apparently staying. In his
apartment, he finds guns and many different passports which seem to all belong to him. Saki follows after
realizing she left her passport in the coat she gave him and the two decide to return to Japan together. His real
name and DOB are unknown; his current identity as Akira Takizawa was chosen from the passports he found,
which lists that in Toyosu , Japan and that he was born on January 7, , one day younger than Saki Morimi.
After her parents died, she has been living with her married elder sister and her family, who have been
supporting her through college. She visits New York City as part of her graduation trip but leaves her friends
to visit Washington D. At the start of the series, she throws a coin at the White House lawn and is approached
by police, but Akira Takizawa bails her out of trouble. After realizing that her passport is in the coat she gives
to Akira, she follows him, and later goes back with him to Tokyo, Japan. However, after the students abused
the social matchmaking abilities where a girl dropped out and the university launched an investigation, the
team slowed development on the project. In addition to Saki, who handles public relations, the members
include: He is the first among the club members to join the corporate world. He has delayed his graduation
with his ultimate goal to create a paradise for NEETs. He notices Osugi had gone missing after he had dinner
with him. Her real name and age is unknown. Each carries a special " Noblesse oblige " cell phone that is
credited with 10 billion yen which they must use to "save Japan". They can spend the money in whatever
manner they wish, using a concierge named Juiz Portuguese: Similarly, if someone breaks the rules they will
be eliminated. When someone is declared the winner of the game, the other eleven are eliminated. The person
who created the game is named "Mr. Mononobe is one of the main antagonists in the series. A former
bureaucrat, he has connections to many of the political leaders in Japan. He brings Akira to the ATO
headquarters and reveals more information about his past with the hopes of recruiting him to his side. His
ambition is not only to win the game, but to replace Mr. Outside himself as he assumes Mr. According to him,
Japan is in a state of apathy caused by the economic prosperity it has obtained since the end of World War II ,
and the strong political influence from countries like the United States into their society, thus he plans to
"save" the country by rallying the population with a wide scale terrorist attack. In Paradise Lost, he reveals
that he plans to overthrow the current government and install a more powerful one at the cost of individual
freedom. After his memory is wiped when Mr. It is unknown whether he survives or not. He seems to care
very little about Mr. He claims he has not spent any of the 10 billion yen he was given. Ultimately he plans to
have Takizawa sacrificed as a martyr and hero of Japan. He is technically eliminated from the game when
Mononobe destroys his trailer, but later loses his money when Mononobe arranges to have him investigated by
tax auditors. She makes her first call to Juiz to order some food. It is revealed at the end of the film that she is
in fact hospitalised, and graciously thanks Mr. Outside for the game. A detective in Japan. After spending
almost all of his money without accomplishing the mission given by Mr. He is stabbed by his wife while
attempting to return the phone to Akira, but manages to warn him of how dangerous the game is before dying.
Hiura is a year-old former talented doctor specializing in neurosurgery. Due to an accident, his hands are
unable to be used in surgeries that require precise accuracy, and eventually he resigns. Based on his former
thought that the number of patients a doctor can help is limited, Hiura uses the cellphone to aim for the ideal
treatment for all illnesses. He is eliminated by the Supporter after spending all of his money, and although he
failed to save Japan, he tells Akira that he succeeded in his own mission. Naomoto [note 1] appears in The
King of Eden movie as one of the major antagonists. A film director who intends to film the "ideal movie,"
with Akira and Saki as the main characters, and to ultimately kill them in a way that has never before been
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seen in film. He is last seen in police custody in America. The male protagonist of the series. The perpetrator
responsible for the missiles fired on Careless Monday. He allies with Mononobe, as they have similar goals. In
The King of Eden movie, he appears to be inactive, but he reveals to Tsuji that he has broken his phone in a
bid to evade Mononobe, who is tracking him, resulting in his elimination from the game. He soon becomes
obsessed with getting revenge against Takizawa. It is unclear whether he survives or not. Shiratori is president
of a model agency by day; however, by night she is a serial killer. She uses the Noblesse Oblige cellphone to
clean up evidence of her murders and cover up her crimes. She kills men by severing their penises "Johnnies"
with a cigar cutter. In The King of Eden movie, she allies with Akira, saving him from various problems. He is
later hinted to be Mr. Saizo also has four female helpers who call him "grandpa" and assist him with the game.
Takizawa manages to keep his memories and tracks down Saizo so that they can work together to improve
Japan. She gives them information and provides for their requests to be answered, from executing large scale
purchases to bribing authorities and conducting assassinations. In the King of Eden Movie, it is further
revealed that there are twelve copies of Juiz, each housed in a device disguised as a cargo trailer. The Juiz
devices originally were stored in a facility that Mononobe found, but they were relocated to mobile platforms,
leaving behind large holes at the facility. Judging by the differing reactions of the various Juizes, the AIs
appear to be independent entities, but initialized from the same generative code base. In episode 10, a woman
appears at ATO headquarters with the same voice and manner of speech as Juiz; this serves to cast doubt on
whether she is actually Juiz or whether her voice and personality if not her memories simply were used as the
model for developing Juiz. In the Paradise Lost movie, the woman is revealed to be one of Mr. On September
26, , the studio released Eden of the East Compilation: Air Communication, a film retelling of the events of
the series.
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